BREAKFAST WITH DEBORAH HARTUNG

Unapologetically YOUnique
Lead with authentic humanity in a world of digital fakery
In our world of Pinterest perfection and Instagram #nofilter, people are under more pressure than ever, to
conform to someone else’s standards of how we should look, act and feel. We are under pressure at work
to chase profits, often at the expense of people. Technology that was meant to make our world smaller, is
dividing us and creating an entire global generation unable to have meaningful conversations.

In this interactive 2 hour breakfast, you will be empowered and inspired to:
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Lead with empathy and authentic humanity
Unlearn years of social conditioning that keeps you playing small
Uncover your personal values and align more with your purpose
Recognize your own YOUnique magic and share it with the world
Find your tribe

Learn how to uncover who you truly are, step into your power and stop ‘watering yourself down’ in order
to ‘fit in’. Find your tribe, live your truth and shine your light!

JOHANNESBURG
Date
6 August 2019
Time
09:00 – 11:00
(08:30 registration)
Venue
Melrose Place
Guest House
Investment R490 excl. VAT

CAPE TOWN
29 August 2019
09:00 – 11:00
(08:30 registration)
Cassia, Nitida Wine
Farm, Durbanville
R490 excl. VAT

Deborah Hartung is a consultant, coach, author and speaker. Over the past 20 years, she

has worked extensively with human resources and business leaders to transform organisations, improve
workplace culture and increase employee engagement. Especially popular with women and young, first time
leaders, Deborah writes for numerous global publications, consults for corporate clients in South Africa,
the UK and the US and hosts the daily, podcast “GirlBoss Guide: Lessons for Ladies who Lead”. Deborah is
passionate about people and technology, the human experience in the workplace and the opportunities for
the advancement of humanity in the digital age.

BOOK NOW - johleen@symphonia.net

